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Who Will She Follow Into Battle in Exciting Sci-Fi Adventure? 

 
Life is about to change for Catherine. When she 

turns 18, she is expected to become leader of the 

World of Light. But there are those in the Dark 

World wanting to steal her paranormal powers as 

she approaches her birthday. This compelling 

science fiction novel pits light against dark in a fight 

that builds to a stunning climax.  

 

At 17, Catherine is in love with James, an 

“imaginary” man who exists only in her seemingly 

real dreams. She has known him since she was six 

years old. James is her sworn protector, but because 

he can’t tell her everything, he has her questioning 

her sanity. Catherine’s powers begin to grow. She 

can hear telepathic conversations, can moves things 

without touching them, and can stop time with just a 

thought. When a boy named Casey moves to town, 

Catherine is intrigued, and allows herself to try for a 

normal relationship. But there is nothing normal 

about Casey. He has powers similar to hers, and 

being around him has a sickening effect on her. 

 

While trying to let go of her fantasy life with James, 

Catherine finds herself questioning everything. What she doesn’t know is that there is a war 

going on that will include her when her eighteenth birthday comes. Who can Catherine trust and 

will she be ready to fight on the right side of the battle? 

 
 

UNTOUCHABLE (ISBN: 978-1-62857-446-3) is now available for $19.50 and can be 
ordered through the publisher’s website: 
http://sbprabooks.com/ChristineKellogg or at www.amazon.com or www.barnesandnoble.com. 
 

WHOLESALERS: This book is distributed by Ingram Books and other 
wholesale distributors. Contact your representative with the ISBN for 
purchase. Wholesale purchase for retailers, universities, libraries, and other 
organizations is also available through the publisher; please email 
bookorder@aeg-online-store.com 

 

About the Author: Christine Kellogg lives in Leland, North Carolina, 

where she is currently creating more exciting adventures. 
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